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Since the 1980s，every economic fluctuation was accompanied with the “loose，
tight” round return in macro adjusting policy．From the view of that time，it was 
indispensable to adjust economy using Keynesian discretion policy．But now，most 
adjustability is either costly or continue the track of gradual reform，increasing the 
dependence of economy  on discretional policy ． Is there “the Keynesian 
dependence symptom” in our economy or is it random shock as Keynesian have 
believed that influences the Chinese economy，and we really need discretional 
policy？Particularly the economic policy transformation in 2005，China is placed at 
the crossroad of macro adjustability once again，should we continue to use 
Keynesian discretional policy to iron business cycle or we reconsider mechanism of 
policy-decision？Where should our future reform orient？Therefore，it is not only 
essential but also important to plan the long-term establishment mechanism of the 
Chinese fiscal policy under the current economic and social situation to boost “Five 
Balanced Aspects”，to implement the scientific development concept and to set up 
harmonious society．This dissertation emphasizes the relationship between fiscal 
policy and economic fluctuation，trying to explain the investment and the economic 
fluctuation in China from the theories of time consistent fiscal policy，exploring 
mechanism of fiscal policy to promote economic stabilization． 
The dissertation constructs a frame of time consistent fiscal policy，and 
analyzes time consistent fiscal policy in China empirically．This dissertation draws 
such conclusion：it is not significant statistically that the government income 
influences economic fluctuation，so it’s no use continuing to judge time consistency 
of government revenue policy from the angle of economic fluctuation；government 
expenditure influences economy fluctuation，and the author finds that discretional 
part of government expenditure influences economic fluctuation after decomposition 
of  government expenditure to the rule and the discretional part.Therefore，the 
hypothesis that the government expenditure is time inconsistent establishes true；as 















decomposition of national debt to the rule and the discretional part，the author finds 
that discretional part of the national debt doesn’t cause economic fluctuation，there 
has another factor  causing economic fluctuation，thus from the angle of the 
economic fluctuation，we can't support the hypothesis that national debt policy is 
time inconsistent．So it is government expenditure in the fiscal policy that mainly 
causes economic fluctuation，and discretional part of the government expenditure is 
the key reason that causes economic fluctuation． 
The innovations of this dissertation are as follows： 
1．It is a brand-new visual angle from time consistency to investigate the 
relationship between fiscal policy and economic fluctuation．This dissertation 
explores the intrinsic mechanism of the fiscal policy decision using the theory of 
time consistency, giving up traditional Keynesian method，and makes inspired 
conclusion through analysis the relationship between fiscal policy and economic 
fluctuation：Be faced with high frequency of fluctuation of Chinese economy, 
Keynesian discretion always suffers frustration．To go away from the predicament，
we have to pursue new logic start point，this dissertation is an attempt toward the 
direction． 
2．Usage of the method of dynamic game theory．At chapter 3，the author 
constructs time consistency theories model of tax，government expenditure and 
national debt using the method of dynamic game theory，elaborating how no 
pre-commitment fiscal policy causes economic fluctuation，the difference of two 
equilibria in economy fluctuation and social welfare． 
3．Usage of econometric methods to analyze time consistency of fiscal policy 
empirically in China，including VAR analysis、unit-root test、H-P filter，and analysis 
of symmetry of main fiscal variances，which is important to study the root of time 
consistency of fiscal policy． 
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第一章  导论 
第一节  研究背景和意义 
2003 年下半年，中国出现的新一轮高速增长导致电力、铁路运输、煤炭等





























































                                                        
① 改革开放以来，一共有六次宏观调控其中五次是反通胀、一次是反通缩，第一次是在 80 年，第二次是
1984－1985 年，第三次是 1988－1989，然后是 1993－1994，之后是 1998 年到 2002 年的反通缩，2003－
2004 又面临反通货膨胀的压力。 
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